Autumn Tidings

Annual Pumpkin Carving with students from the Francis W. Parker Charter Essential School

Yellow the bracken,
Golden the sheaves,
Rosy the apples,
Crimson the leaves;
Mist on the hillside,
Clouds grey and white.
Autumn, good morning!
Summer, good night!
— Florence Hoatson

News from Ms. Martin's Class, Grades 1 and 2

The 1st and 2nd grade students have been as hungry for letters and numbers as the
autumn squirrels are for nuts! First graders have been practicing the alphabet, and
second graders are writing whole paragraphs in their main lesson books.
While the creatures outside are carefully weaving their nests for winter, our students
have stitched up numerous fall projects, from gnome hats and stars to beanbags,
nature pouches, and mice. We have all counted out crystal rainbow catchers to hang
in the window. We have even gone out for apple and pumpkin picking, cider
pressing, and to build our own sweet fairy gardens.
Who knows what other special projects we might be putting days and months into
creating before the winter holidays arrive? You can guess, but we will never tell!

News from Ms. Kennedy's Class, Grades 3 and 4

Class 3/4 is off to a wonderful start! We began the year with a farming block, which
included some soil investigations and field trips to The Maker Farm in Westford and
Great Brook Farm in Carlisle. At The Maker Farm, students made fairy gardens, met
and cared for miniature horses, goats, donkeys, and even a Jersey cow! All the
mammals at The Maker Farm are minis, except for Wallace, the enormous rescue
dog who is the friendliest canine ever. Students toured the smart barn at Great Brook
Farm and learned about dairy farming, as well as meeting a dozen or so weeks-old
calves.
During our measurement block, we had a field trip to George Hill Orchards, where
we discovered that our arms get tired quickly when acting as a balance scale for
pumpkins! Good thing folks long ago realized the same thing and created the first
scales. People in ancient times also invented the first clocks, including sundials and
water clocks, though our modern clocks tend to keep more accurate time.
We are off and running down the streets of Devens for our local geography block
next. Please stop and say hello if you see us out and about!

News from Ms. Hilbert's Class, Grades 5 and 6
Grades 5 and 6 have had numerous wonderful learning opportunities this autumn. We
began the year with a study of Botany, taking us often out to Robbins Pond to
examine the variety of simple plants there, including fungi (though it is no longer
classified as a plant!), algae, lichen, moss, and ferns of all sorts. Seeing these
different families of plants in their natural habitat led us to realize both what they have
in common with each other and how they are different. We concluded our Botany
block with a visit from Mrs. MacLeod, who shared some of her wealth of
knowledge about the natural world with us. She challenged us to look closely at the
trees in and around Robbins Pond and note how different the forest environment is
from a park-like, manicured setting.
From there, Grades 5 and 6 turned our studies to Ancient India. We learned about the
geography of India and heard some of their most ancient stories. Students were
amazed at the similarities between Indian gods and tales and those from other
cultures around the world that they have studied in the past, including Old Testament
stories and Norse mythology. The highlight of this block was undoubtedly our trip
to a local Hindu temple. We were met by the priest who welcomed us in and shared
stories of their most important festivals, some of the Hindu traditions of prayer and
offerings to the gods, and their own congregation’s mission of service to the greater
community. We are all thrilled to be invited to visit them again later this year when
their new temple construction project is complete!

News from the Specials Class: Mrs. Auer, Handwork
Grades 1 and 2 are at various stages of knitting their hat or a kitty, and one student is
crocheting a round bag.
Two 3rd graders are completing their weaving, also to be made into hangings. Look
out for the hangings gracing the hallways soon! Fourth graders are making pin
cushions with a cross-stitched cover, following their own symmetrical designs.
Grades 5 and 6 are completing their botany fleece felted wall hangings from a

drawing they created that needed to include trees, ferns, and mushrooms. Once the
wall hangings are completed, most of the students are opting to knit socks. They will
be following quite a complex pattern, knitting in a triangular, 3/4 needle manner
requiring excellent fine motor control. They must follow the pattern exactly- but the
colors are their own choice.

Best wishes for a warm and joyous Holiday Season!
The falling leaves of Autumn bring with them the celebrations of Martinmas
and Thanksgiving!
As the story of St. Martin goes, a young man met a poor beggar at the city
gate who was barely clothed and shivering with cold. On seeing him,
young Martin drew his sword and cut his own cloak in two, covering the
poor man to warm him. Martin’s cloak and his compassionate gesture
represents hope and comfort needed for the short days and long, cold
nights ahead.
Along with the gathering of family and friends, consider celebrating this
season with a reflective lantern walk, carrying a light and song into the
wintery, dark season. Or perhaps offering an act of giving in the spirit of
St. Martin by donating warm layers, mittens, hats and coats to those in
need.

The Golden Lantern, A story by Stephen Spitalny
Once upon a time, there was a girl named Sophie. Her eyes were shining. Her mother
and father had died and she lived alone in a house at the edge of the forest. Her sole
inheritance was a golden lantern. The light of the golden lantern was always shining.
Whatever Sophie put her hand to went well. Each day she brought fresh water from
the stream for cooking and washing. She tended her garden. She collected fallen
branches for her fire. She always took the golden lantern with her. The creatures of
the forest were her friends. They were made welcome in her house and what food
she had she shared with them.
As she grew older, the light of her eyes grew dim. One evening in Fall when she was
in the forest and it grew dark, she noticed that her golden lantern was not shining as
brightly as it had been. Over the next days, she saw that the light of the golden lantern

was growing dimmer and dimmer.
One evening when Sophie was gathering wood for the fire, she met a traveler and
asked him, “Why are you going through the forest with no lantern and yet the way is
bright for you?”
“I am the king’s youngest son. I live on the other side of the forest at the foot of the
mountain of the Sun. I have come to see the girl with the golden lantern and shining
eyes because they do not shine as brightly as they once did.”
“Oh, but it is only my golden lantern that is growing dim,” she said. “Will you help
me rekindle it with a spark from the sun?”
“If that is your wish, come with me,” he said.
He held out his hand and together they went through the forest. At last they came to
the foot of the mountain of the Sun and began to climb. They climbed higher and
higher and higher. The stars were sparkling and smiling as they made their way
toward the top of the mountain. When they neared the peak and reached a small
plateau, the prince said, “You must go the rest of the way by yourself. I will wait
here.”
So, Sophie went on. It was a steep climb and she had to crawl on her hands and
knees. Finally, she reached the peak of the mountain of the Sun. The first rays of
dawn were at hand and reds and yellows and purples and pinks were dancing across
the sky. And then the sky filled with golden light, and the warm face of Father Sun
was shining over the world. Sophie called out, “Father Sun. My lantern needs
kindling. Please send a spark of your light that it may brighten my way in the dark
world.”
Father Sun looked down and said, “My light is always shining even when you cannot
see it. It is always with you. So, look at your lantern, my child. Look, it shines
brightly. And as long as the light shines in your heart the light in your lantern will
shine. And all will be well.” Then Sophie’s eyes were shining again.
“Thank you Father Sun,” Sophie said, and she started down. When she came to the
prince she saw his eyes were shining. Then she took his hand and they went down
the mountain.
Together they returned to Sophie’s house. Then the wedding was celebrated amid
great rejoicing. And the golden lantern shines its warm light into their home and never
grows dim.
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